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Abstract

We present theEvent Trace Independence(ETI), a novel property of active rules exhibiting a behavior independent o
specific event sequence that had caused a state transition. When employed in a distributed setting, this property s
the classical property of confluence, which is not sufficient herein. We show that ETI is in general undecidable and p
sufficient condition, calledinvertibility, which offers a practical way to demonstrate ETI.
 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Event Trace Independence (ETI) is a novel prope
that characterizes active databases. The property h
for a given rule system and rule sets when, for any
bitrary state change from an initial to a final state,
behavior of the system is independent of the par
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ular state sequence that produced the final state
rules activation. This property is particularly releva
in the case of asynchronously distributed active s
tems whenever the changes on a site are gathered
trace, which is forwarded to another site after the
currence of the changes. Changes occurred on a
are collected in anevent traceand exported to anothe
site, on which they may fire a set of actions. The act
is a genericstored procedure, i.e., code that is locate
on a site and executed as response to a special e
These systems include (but are not limited to) class
distributed databases, data warehouses, replicated
tems, mediators, caching systems, recent P2P arch
tures and the Web. This problem is also relevant in
context of recent technology developed for XML. S
.
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nificant examples, such as Apache Jelly, Macrome
DreamWeaver, JSP.Net, basically embed method c
inside the documents and make these calls activ
upon the click of a mouse or the occurrence of a p
ticular event.

Event traces as described above can be captur
run-time, packed and then shipped to another mach
Or, alternatively, they can be generated by compa
two different versions of the same data [1]. Indeed,
sides containing the sequence of occurred events,
event trace also describes the transition between
states of the system. There are usually different e
traces describing the same state transition. In a dis
uted asynchronous context, such as that of the sys
described above, event traces may be used liber
e.g., after merging with other traces. Thus, one wo
like to guarantee that the active behavior trigge
elsewhereby those event traces is independent of
trace, but only dependent on the occurred state tra
tion. This is different from what was studied in centr
ized active databases [2–6], where the event trace
usually been fixed and known in advance. Two pr
erties ofterminationandconfluencehave been define
for sets of database rules. Termination guarantees
any transaction execution associated with rule exe
tion is completed, whereas confluence guarantees
such completion produces the same final state.

However, in a distributed context working asy
chronously, such as that of the Web or in any othe
the above settings, termination and confluence ar
longer sufficient to explain the active behavior. Wh
events may have occurred outside the scope of the
tem or may not have been traced with the same t
the behavior of rules in the current site still needs to
guaranteed as safe.

In the remainder, we assume reactive behav
produced by active rules and we adopt the relatio
model as the underlying data model. Nevertheless
results can be applied to any different event-based
active processing among those discussed.

Statement of the problem.The property ofevent
trace independencecomplements the notion of conflu
ence in all the situations when transaction execu
is not known in terms of the sequence of the atom
events, but only in terms of the initial state and the fi
state, produced by the sequence. To better appre
the difference between confluence and event trace
t

t

t

-

Fig. 1. An overview of confluent and ETI rule sets.

dependence, consider Fig. 1. The (bold) segments
beled withET) between the database stateDB0 and
the stateDBi represent the event traces, while tho
(labeled withRE) between the stateDBi and each fi-
nal database stateDBf i represent the rule execution
triggered by the events of the traces. Note that e
point in the figure represents a database state, tha
case of the event traces, is due to a user update an
case of rule executions, is caused by a rule activat

Observe that in classical confluence, for a giv
event trace, e.g.,ET1, what is required by the prop
erty is that the rule executions raised by this ev
traceET1 (in the figure,RE′

1, RE′′
1 andRE′′′

1 , respec-
tively) should converge to the same final stateDBf 1 =
DBf 2 = DBf 3 (enclosed in the small oval). Instead,
case of the ETI property, for each event trace betw
DB0 andDBi (in the figure only two of them are illus
trated,ET1 andET2), different rule executions can b
raised (the previous rule executions forET1, andRE′

2,
RE′′

2 for ET2). What is demanded by ETI is a strong
convergence, i.e., the convergence of all the final st
into a unique one (DBf 1 = DBf 2 = DBf 3 ≡ DBf 4 =
DBf 5, enclosed in the big oval).

Contributions. Event trace independence is a dif
cult problem, because in addition to confluence,
must guarantee the uniqueness of the final state w
enumerating all the possible event traces occurring
tween two states. We show that ETI is undecida
Therefore, we devise a sufficient condition, calledrule
invertibility, which guarantees ETI. This is similar
the use ofrule commutativityto guarantee conflu
ence [2]. However, commutativity holds for a fixe
event trace and is no longer applicable here. Mo
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over, invertibility can be used as a proof mechani
to demonstrate event trace independence.

2. Events, rules and event traces

Let us assume to have a database schemaDB =
{R1[A1], . . . ,Rn[An]}, where eachRi is a relation
name on a setAi of attribute namesaj . A database
state at timew is an instance of the database, nam
DBw = {I(R1[A1]), . . . ,I(Rn[An])}, {t1, . . . , tn} ∈
I(Ri[Ai]).

Sequences of tuple events, i.e., events applie
the database tuples, can be applied to a database
More formally, we first define the sequences of tu
events:

Definition 2.1. An event trace is a sequence o
tuple events, where atuple evente is defined as
τ(Ri, tj ), where Ri is a relation, tj a tuple, and
τ ∈ {insert,delete}.2

Next, we first define the application of a tuple eve
to a database state and then the application of a
quence of tuple events.

Definition 2.2. A tuple evente = τ(Ri, tj ) applied to
a database stateDBi , DB′

i = DBi ⊕ e, yields a new
database stateDB′

i , as follows:

• If τ = insert andtj /∈ DBi , thenDB′
i = DBi ∪

tj . If tj ∈ DBi , then DB′
i = DBi and the tuple

event is not applicable toDB.
• If τ = delete andtj ∈ DBi , thenDB′

i = DBi −
{tj }. If tj /∈ DBi , thenDB′

i = DBi and the tuple
event is not applicable toDB.

Definition 2.3. An event traceET = e1, . . . , en ap-
plied on a database stateDB0 yields a final stateDBn,
DBn = DB0⊕ET, iff each event of the sequence yiel
a database stateDBi = DBi−1 ⊕ ei .

It follows that, if an event inET is not applicable,
then the entire event trace is not applicable toDB. We

2 We disregard without loss of generality the update events, w
equivalently correspond to deletes followed by inserts.
e.

will show in Proposition 2.9 that the notion of applic
bility is indeed central to the property of ETI. As
consequence, only applicable event traces can b
verted and characterize a significant class of ETI ru
(as shown in the remainder in Theorem 4.2).

Since we are mostly interested in the result of
application of an event trace, we denote byETDB0→DBn

a generic event trace which applied onDB0 produces
DBn; i.e.,ETDB0→DBn ↔ DBn = DB0 ⊕ ET.

To understand how active databases are sensiti
event traces, we briefly recall the definition of act
rules.

Definition 2.4. An event of an event traceET = e1,

. . . en, raises anActive Ruler = (E,C,A) iff:

E: {τ(Rj ) | ei ∈ ET ∧ ei = τ(Rj , ti)}, where each
τ(Rj ) represents a type of event being monito
andei is a tuple event as defined above. Variab
may be associated with the tuples on which
event occurred.

C: (predicate)∗ where thepredicateis a predicate us
ing variables defined in the event or new variab
associated with the tuples.

A: {ek | k > n ∧ ek ∈ ET′}, where the tuple events i
the action form a new event traceET′.

It follows quite straightforwardly that an activ
database〈DB,R〉 is a databaseDB enriched with a col-
lection of active rulesR. Moreover, we adopt a gener
rule execution mechanism, which works as follows

(i) the event traceET is applied on the database sta
DBi (∀ei ∈ ET | ei is applicable);

(ii) all the rules that have the type of eventei in their
event partE, aretriggeredand the pair(r, ei) is
inserted into theconflict set Cs;

(iii) if Cs= ∅, rule processing terminates;
(iv) a rule r is extracted fromCs, following a given

Conflict Resolution Policy;3

(v) the rule conditionC is evaluated.

If the condition holds, the actionA is executed and th
eventsek thus generated are applied toDBi and ap-
pended to the event traceET′. Moreover, wedo not

3 We are not proposing here a particular conflict resolution pol
we just assume a simple one, based on rule priorities.
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assumea particular coupling mode for rules, asim-
mediate, deferredor decoupledmodes are all suitable
Deferred (decoupled respectively) rule execution
plies that evaluation of rule conditions is done at
end of the current transaction (in a next transaction
spectively), whereas immediate rule execution eva
ates conditions as earlier as possible within the cur
transaction. The property of ETI holds independen
of the coupling mode used by the rules, as long as
plicability of event traces is guaranteed.

While defining the ETI property, we assume th
rule execution eventually reaches aquiescentstate
where no rule is triggered—and therefore the rule
ecution mechanism terminates. More precisely:

Definition 2.5. Given a set of rulesR, an initial state
DBn and an event traceET, the function RuleExec(R,

DBn,ET) returns the quiescent stateDBf produced by
rule execution.

2.1. Properties of event traces

We start our theory on event traces by giving a d
inition of equivalence.

Definition 2.6. ETi ≡ ETj ↔ (∃DB0 | (DB0 ⊕ETi ) =
(DB0 ⊕ ETj )) ∨ (∃ETk | (ETi ≡ ETk) ∧ (ETj ≡
ETk)).

Equivalence of event traces is reflexive, symmet
and transitive. From now on,ETDB0→DBn denotes a
family of equivalent event traces, applicable onDB0
and yieldingDBn.

Definition 2.7. Given an evente, its inverse inv(e) is
the single event that reverses the effect ofe.

In the relational model, the inverse ofinsert(R,

t) is delete(R, t); the inverse ofdelete(R, t) is
insert(R, t).

Analogously, we define the inverse of an eve
trace.

Definition 2.8. Given an applicable event traceET
in ETDB0→DBn , the inverse event trace inv(ET) is the
event trace composed of the inverse of each even
ET, in reverse order (i.e., givenET = {e1, . . . , en},
inv(ET) = {inv(e ), . . . , inv(e )}).
n 1
The inverse event trace produces the original d
base state if applied afterET. This is shown in the
following:

Proposition 2.9. Given an applicable event trac
ETDB0→DBn , the inverse event traceinv(ET) is also
applicable in DBn and its application produces DB0.

Proof (Sketch). We splitET into two parts: a sequenc
of n − 1 events{e1, . . . , en−1} and the last eventen.
inv(ET) can be split into inv(en) and {inv(en−1),

. . . , inv(e1)} (the second fragment of inv(ET) is the in-
verse of the first fragment ofET). The last event ofET
is exactly inverted by the first event of inv(ET). Thus,
since the last event ofET was applicable and led t
the final stateDBn, the first event of inv(ET) is also
applicable inDBn. By induction, the inversion can b
applied to the complete inverse trace and eventu
lead to the initial stateDB0. �
Definition 2.10. Given an applicable event traceET in
ETDB0→DBn , an event trace equivalent to inv(ET) is a
complementof ET.

By definition of event trace equivalence, the co
plement, if applicable, transformsDBn into DB0. The
following lemma holds, whose proof is omitted f
brevity.

Lemma 2.11. The complement of the complement
an event trace ET is equivalent to ET.

3. Event Trace Independence

We are now able to introduce the novel property

Definition 3.1 (ETI). Given a rule setR, the rule set
is Event Trace Independent(ETI) iff ∀ pair of states
〈DB0,DBn〉: (∃!DBfin = RuleExec(R,DBn,ET), ∀ET
∈ ETDB0→DBn).

It follows from the above definition that the fun
tion RuleExec does not depend on the specific ev
trace chosen among all the equivalent ones. At
point, we would like to make clear that the classi
notion of confluence is different from ETI. Indeed, f
the only purpose of comparison, we recall its defi
tion.
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Definition 3.2 (Confluence). Given a rule setR, the
rule set isconfluent iff ∀DBn,∀ET ∈ ETDB0→DBn :
(∃!DBfin = RuleExec(R,DBn,ET)).

3.1. Undecidability of ETI

Demonstrating that a rule set has the ETI prope
is in general a difficult problem. Thus, analogously
what happened for termination and confluence, it
be proven that ETI is undecidable.4

Theorem 3.3. ETI is undecidable for a set of rule
written in the language of Definition2.4.

Proof (Sketch). The proof is done by reduction t
an instanceP of the Post Correspondence Proble
(PCP). We have devised a set of rules which is E
iff P has a solution. Since PCP is known as unde
able, the ETI property cannot be decidable as a co
quence. �

Undecidability means that we cannot build a co
plete procedure for checking whether a set of rule
ETI. Analogously to termination and confluence,
identify a subclass of rule systems for which efficie
techniques lead to prove ETI. Proving ETI is sign
cantly more difficult than proving termination. Man
techniques for termination are based on a relativ
simple analysis of the structure of each rule, and ev
tually reduced to a combinatorial problem on grap
(e.g., [2,4,5]). Conversely, both confluence and E
require a careful consideration of rule behavior. Mo
over, confluence is less critical for rule applicatio
than ETI itself, as active rule systems usually ap
a fixed ordering on rules, and thus confluence dire
derives from termination. In next section, we will giv
sufficient conditionsfor ETI.

4. Rule invertibility

We characterize a subclass of rules for which
property ofRule Invertibilityholds. Intuitively, rule in-
vertibility identifies the rule systems where the res

4 The fact that ETI rules have as pre-conditions termination
confluence does not imply that ETI rules are also undecidable.
Fig. 2. The sequence of statesA,B,C,D,E,F,G.

of the application of separate event traces is equiva
to the application of a single event trace represen
the same global state transition.

Definition 4.1. A rule system isinvertible if, for any
initial state DBn and applicable event traceET fol-
lowed by rule execution that reaches stateDBR =
RuleExec(R,DBn,ETDB0→DBn),

(i) a complementET can be applied to the databa
stateDBR and

(ii) the state produced by rule execution is the origi
stateDB0, e.g.,DB0 = RuleExec(R,RuleExec(R,

DBn,ETDB0→DBn) ⊕ ETDBn→DB0,ETDBn→DB0).

We now demonstrate that an invertible rule syst
is ETI, which represents the chief result of the pap

Theorem 4.2. Invertible rule systems are ETI.

Proof. We consider two generic (equivalent) eve
tracesETi and ETj representing the transition from
DB0 to DBn. We introduce an event traceETc com-
plement ofETi . We can now apply the event trac
in the orderETi ,ETc,ETj , with every application of
event traces followed by rule execution. The syst
will step through the sequence of states (see Fig. 2

A: DB0; B: DBn (= DB0 ⊕ ETi );
C: DBf (= RuleExec(R,DBn,ETi ));
D: DBf ⊕ ETc; E: RuleExec(R,D,ETc);
F: E⊕ ET ; G: RuleExec(R,F,ET ).
j j
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We can group the above transitions in two differe
ways. First, we can consider the pathA, B, C, D, E,
which represents the sequence of states reached b
database after the application ofETi and ETc, each
followed by the corresponding rule reactions. Sin
ETc is the complement ofETi and the rule system i
invertible, the final result of the execution of the rul
is to return to the original database stateDB0 (i.e., A
andE coincide; the fact thatETi andETj are equiv-
alent implies that alsoB andF coincide). Then, the
behavior of the rule system will be equivalent to t
one obtained applyingETj directly to DB0. We now
can consider the pathC, D, E, F, G, which represents
the sequence of states reached by the database aft
application ofETc andETj , each followed by the cor
responding rule reactions. From Lemma 2.11,ETi is
the complement ofETc and, sinceETi and ETj are
equivalent,ETj is a complement ofETc. The applica-
tion of ETj after ETc produces, for rule invertibility
the database state before the application ofETc (i.e.,
C andG coincide). This means that the behavior of t
system is the same that would be obtained by apply
only ETi . Then, the behavior exhibited by applyin
ETi is the same that would be obtained applyingETj .
SinceETi and ETj are arbitrary event traces repr
senting the transition between two arbitrary datab
statesDB0 → DBn, this proves that the rule system
ETI. �

However, the inverse of Theorem 4.2 does
hold as ETI rules characterize a larger family of ru
sets than invertible ones. We formalize this resul
the next theorem, whose proof is straightforward a
omitted for brevity.

Theorem 4.3. ETI rule systems are not always inve
ible.

4.1. Approach to the demonstration of rule
invertibility and invertible rule applications

It is possible to separate the events of an event t
ET into two sets: theminimal part and theredun-
dant part. Event traces may contain pairs ofinsert-
delete events operating on the same table and c
acterizing the same tuple. The application of suc
pair of events does not modify the database state
such pairs are put into the redundant part of the ev
e

e

trace, redundant(ET); the events inET which are not
in redundant(ET) are put into theminimalevent trace,
min(ET). In order to prove that a set of rules is inve
ible, we can operate in two steps:

(i) show that the redundant part ofET, redundant(ET),
does not have an impact on the final state p
duced by rule execution;

(ii) show that every evente appearing in min(ET) ac-
tivates a rule whose effect is nullified by the ru
activated bye appearing in min(ET).

The above approach leads to a general proof te
nique for the ETI property, which is based on inve
ibility (hence, it is only sufficient). The technique co
sists in separating every possible trace in its redun
part and its minimal part, and then showing that
application of rules triggered by any redundant p
has no side effects. Indeed, the application of ru
triggered by any equivalent trace in the minimal
produces the same quiescent state.

Apart from the specific demonstration techniq
presented above, the concept of rule invertibility is i
portant because it characterizes many rule systems
clarifies their nature. Examples of invertible rule app
cations areglobal rollback-based maintenance rul
(i.e., rules that force a global rollback if the final sta
of a transaction is inconsistent), and allview mainte-
nance rules(i.e., rules maintaining all kinds of views
ranging from select–project–join (SPJ) views, vie
with negation and/or aggregates, views with rec
sion).

5. Conclusions

We introduced the event trace independence a
interesting novel property that characterizes active
havior. We showed that such property is essential w
the data repository does not manage the actual cha
to the data. We have shown that ETI is undecidable
envisioned a proof technique, based onrule invertibil-
ity, to demonstrate it. We argue that ETI is applica
in several fields and is particularly fascinating in a w
context, where event streams occur at remote sites
a diff algorithm must be used to envision the tra
In such a context, ETI also implies the independe
from the used diff algorithm.
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